Optimizing micromixer design for enhancing dielectrophoretic microconcentrator performance.
We present an investigation into optimizing micromixer design for enhancing dielectrophoretic (DEP) microconcentrator performance. DEP-based microconcentrators use the dielectrophoretic force to collect particles on electrodes. Because the DEP force generated by electrodes decays rapidly away from the electrodes, DEP-based microconcentrators are only effective at capturing particles from a limited cross section of the input liquid stream. Adding a mixer can circulate the input liquid, increasing the probability that particles will drift near the electrodes for capture. Because mixers for DEP-based microconcentrators aim to circulate particles, rather than mix two species, design specifications for such mixers may be significantly different from that for conventional mixers. Here we investigated the performance of patterned-groove micromixers on particle trapping efficiency in DEP-based microconcentrators numerically and experimentally. We used modeling software to simulate the particle motion due to various forces on the particle (DEP, hydrodynamic, etc.), allowing us to predict trapping efficiency. We also conducted trapping experiments and measured the capture efficiency of different micromixer configurations, including the slanted groove, staggered herringbone, and herringbone mixers. Finally, we used these analyses to illustrate the design principles of mixers for DEP-based concentrators.